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Abstract

   The production of dielectrons in proton-nucleus collisions has been measured. The
incident proton momentum was 800 GeV/c, The T farnily of resonances and the continuous

mass spectrum above 8GeV/c2 have been observed. The dielectron mass resolution was
O.15% to O.2eefo. This high resolution is one of the remarkable features of the experiment.

The r, T', and T" were observed separately because of the high resolution. 'I"he mass

spectrum of the continuum is compared with the naive Drell-Yan process. The production
cross section times branching ratio of the T family of resonances has been measured. The

production ratios between the T, T' and T" are extracted. Comparing the yield of the r

family of resonances with the continuum, our data indicates that the production ratio of the

resonances to the eontinuum may be smaller than the results which were presented by other

attthors. The Pt distribuÅíions of the resonances and the continuum have been measured. The

mean vaiues of the pt distributions are compared with the results of other experiments.

I. IntreduetioR

    Various experiments to measure the hadronic production of dileptons have been
performed since Christenson et al. presented the first measurement of the dimuon mass

spectrum in l970 [1]. In fixed-target experiments, detecting dimuons is more favourable

than detecting die}ectrons, because muons are isolaÅíed easi}y by placing a block of

heavy material just behind the target This type of apparatus is called a closed aperture

spectrometer. Hadrons and electrons are all absorbed in the material, and only muons

penetrate the absorber. Moreover, the absorption of the background at tke early stage

reduces the counting rates of the particle detectors placed downstream, and makes it

easy to increase the luminosiÅíy. On the oÅíher hand, this method has a defect thaÅí the

mass resolution is restricted by the multiple scattering in Åíhe heavy mateTial. The other

type of apparatus is the so called open aperture spectrometer in whlch no absorber is

placed in the aperture. However, this method has a defect that the target luminosity is

restricted by the heavy background.

    This paper presents a rneasurement of dielectron production with the opeR geemet-

ry spectrometer iR 800 GeV/c proton-nucleus collisions:

p+N " e'+e-+X (l)
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The energy of the collisions corresponds to V'3'-=:38.8 GeV in the nucleon-nucleon

center of mass system. The invariant mass region from 8GeV/c2 to 15 GeV/c2 is
studiecl. There are a few motivations in this study. One is to investigate the behavior of

tke continuous mass spectrum of high mass dielectrons, and another is to observe the T

family of resoRances which decay into e'eH. The apparatus was designed to achieve
O.150fo to O.20fo resolution in the dielectron mass. This resolution is beÅíter than any other

experiment which has beeR carried out so far to measure the hadronic dilepton
production. The T, T' and T" have been obseved separately beause of this high
resolution. The third motivation of this measurement is to search for the differences

between clielectron and dimuon yields, if any, because the opeR aperture spectrometer

enabled us te observe both dielectrons and dimuons at the same time.

   This experiment has been carried out aÅí Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

(FNAL) as Experiment 605 by a co}laboration of Columbia Univ., CERN, FNAL, KEK,
Kyoto Univ., SACLAY, SUNY at Stony Brook, and Univ. of Washlngton.

I-1. TheDrell-YanProeess
    The continuous rRass spectrum of the di}eptons in hadronic collisions falls rapidly

with increasing mass. This has been described theoretically by the Dre}l-Yan process

[2], where a quark in one hadyon and an anti-quark in an-other hadron annihiiate into a

virtual photon which decays into a lepton pair. This process is shown schematiÅëally in

Figure 1. When the dilepton is massive compared to the nuc}eon, the time scale for this

process must be much shorter than that of other interactions between the quarks in the

hadrons. So, the annihilating quarks have no time to be affected by the other quarks in

the hadrons dttring this process. In this case, the annihilating quarks Åëan be regarded as

asymptotically free particles, and the other quarks only spectators.

   The differential cross section for the naive Drell-Yan process {3] is written as

m
3 d2a
dmdy

8rra2T
9

Åí el ig?• '(xi)or• 2(x2) -i- ecE(x,)g!t2(x2)l ,

 i

(2)

with

          xi=GeY, x2 =V7e"Y, (3)
where m is the dilepton mass, y is the rapidity, VIiJ" iiii m/VV is the dilepton mass over

the invariant mass of the nucleon-nucleon system, a is the fine structure constant, q?• (x)

or a?• (x) is the distribution funcÅíion of the quark or anti-quark of fiavour i, i.e. the

density of the quark or anti-quark carrying the momentum fraction x of the parent

1h
l+

g

ij
*"v

Figure 1, Diagram for the Drell-YaB process,

h2 l-
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hadron h, and ei, is the fractional charge of the quark. The sum must be performed over

all the quark flavours; a factor i/3 for colour conservation has been incorporated in the

numerical factor l/9 in the equation. The rapidiÅíy bl is defined by

          yi!!Sin(ZSSi)=:wwiiin(g'), (4)

where E and pi are the energy aRd longitudinal momentum of the dilepton in the
nucleon-nucleon center of mass system.

   The naive Drel}-Yan process implies the following properties.

    i'

g

4

The sca}ing

experimental
detail. First, th

value exceeds
the experimenta! mass spectrum caR be reproduced by this modei
of the cross section is smaller than the measurement by a facÅíor of about 2 throughout

the mass region which has been measured by various experirRents so far [4, 9, 11, 12].

This factor is called the K factor.

    Recently, the naive Drell-Yan process has been improved by taking into account
QCD effects in which gluons mediate the strong interactioR between quarks. WheR the

mornentum transfer is large, the quark-gluon coupling constant can be described as

          as(Q2)=(33-2.t)21rr.(Q2/A2)' (5)

where Q is the momenÅíum transfer, nf is the number of quark fiavours, and A is a scaie

cons{ant of approximately 2eO MeV/c. If Q is a si}epton mass near the T region, as has

a small value (approximately O.2). This fact makes the perturbative approach reason-

able. One of the important results of a perturbative QCD calculation is that the quark

dlstribution function depends not only on the fractional momentum x but also on the
Q2. This is usually called "scale viola{ion".

    Moreover, it was suggested by theorists that the K factor came from the anaiytical

continuation of the Q2 dependence in the quark distribution functions from the
spece-like deep inelastic scattering to the time-like Drell-Yan process [13]. If it is the

case, the K facÅíor is necessary as long as the quark distribution functions obtained in

deep inelastic scattering are used.

   The QCD effects also play an important role in the pt distribution of dileptons.

The cross-section is calculable usmg the quark distributlon functions deter-

mined by deep inelastic scattering experiments.

m3d2a/dmdy scales with r.
The pt of the dilepton is derived from the intrinsic transverse momenta of the

quarks in hadrons. Thus, the mean value of the pt distTi5ution is expected to

be about O.5 GeV/c [3].

The decay angular distribution o{ the lepton pairs follows (1+cos2e*) in the

dilepton rest frame I3], where the 0* is an angle between the outgoing lepton

and the incoming quark.

   rule and the decay angular distribution have been confirmed within the

    errors [4, 5]. However, this naive model disagrees with measurements in

     is model cannot explain the measured pt distributions in which the mean
    i GeV/c and increases with V"Y- [4, 6-10]. Second, although the shape of

                                               , Åíhe calculated value
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Emitting or absorbing hard gluons at the annihilating quark lines gives an extra pt-kick

to Åíhe dilepeon, and pushes up the mean value of the pt distribution [3].

    Thus, the Dre}l-Yan process has been a fruitful arena for QCD tests. So far, the

measurements and theoretical interpretations of the Drell-YaR process have served to

prove the validity of the standard model. Generally speaking, the Drell-Yan process is,

as weli as deep inelastic scattering, one of the best phenorx}ena to test our knowledge on

the internal structure of hadrons and our understanding of the fundamental interactions

between the constituents of hadrons. The higher mass and higher pt regions test the

standard model most rigorously, because the Iarger momentum transfer probes the
smallest structure in haclrons.

g-2. TheUpsiloRResonances
    In 1977, the Columbia-FNAL-Stony Brook coilaboration (CFS) discovered three
narrow resonances around 10 GeV/c2 in the mass spectrum of dimuons produced in
collisions of 400 GeV/c protons and Be target [14]. Later on, the three resonanÅëes were

confirmed by e'env coilider experiments {15--17]. These resonances are referred to as T,

T' and r", and are interpreted as bb bottnd states by analogy with the J/Åë family

which is interpreÅíed as ci bound states. The phenomeRological potential for bb system

can explain the mass spacings o{ these resonances [l81. Since then, various new states

and fine structures have been discovered in this mass region by e'e' collider experi-

ments [I9, 21]. The discovered states have been used to refine the potential model for

heavy quarks [21].

    Whi}e the T is produced via a virtual photon in e'eM collisions, the hadronic

collisions produce such heavy quarks mostly through the streng interaction mediated

by gluons. The lowest order processes in the strong interaction need Åíwo giuons in

order to realize the colour singlet of the final state. In this case, the states with positive

charge conjugation, i.e.Xb states (3Pe, 3Pi, 3P2) are created first, and the subsequent

radiative decay ef the Xb state produces the r(3Si). Carlson and Suaya {221 evaluated

various diagrams for hadronic production of the T, and showed that the gluon
amalgamaÅíion ({usion) model made the biggest contributioR in nucieon-RucleoR colli-

sions. Therefore, the r production in haclronic collisions reflect the gluon distribution

in hadrons. This is in remarkable contrast to the Drell-Yan process which reflects the

quark distribution in hadrons. The difference in the production mechanism between the

r and the Drell-Yan process manifests itself also in the distributions of various

kinematical variables such as the transverse momentum, the rapidlty, and the decay
angle. So far, many authors have been observing the differences in the distributions of

such variabies [5, 6, 23]. The difference in the transverse momentum clistributions is

discussed in ChapterV.

    The thresho}d for OZI (Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka) allowed decays of the bb states is
about 10.55 GeV/c2 [24]. Since the states above this threshold prefer to decay into B

mesons through OZI ailowed chankels, oltIy the states below the thresho!d can be seen

in the dilepton spectrum. The fact that T"(3S) can be seen in the dilepton channel in

hadronic coliisions means that x"b(3P) state shouid be below the threshold for OZI

allowed decays. The potential model also pTedicts the state arottnd 10.50 GeV/c2 [21].
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However, x"b state has not directly found.

II. APPARATUS
II-"l. Overyiew

    The apparatus for this experiment was originally desigRed to perform simultaneous

measurements of high pt single production and high mass pair production of electrons,

muons, and charged hadrons in hadronic col}isions {25]. The apparatus is shown in

Figure 2. An opeR aperture spectrometer was employed in order to accept electrons,

hadrons, and muons simultaneously. The main problem of the open aperture geometry
is in the background reduction. This problem is especially serious in the measurement

of dilepton production. The small cross section for high mass dilepton production of a

few picobarns/(GeV/c2) [4] forces us to increase the beam intensity as much as possible

to gain luminesity. However, backgrounds which increase as the luminosity increases

make the counting rates at the downstream detectors too high and degrade the
measurements. In our experiment, powerful spectrometer magnets were placed im-
mediate}y downsÅíream of the target in order Åío sweep out the low momentum
background particles from the aperture, and focus high mass pairs on the downstream

detectors. A beam dump and a pair of collimators were placed in the magnet

                                              ww"                       SM5 PncPOnTtoNAL
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                  PLAN VIEW E-605
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                             ----- ceuNTea eANK
          Figure 2. Schematic view of E605 apparatus.

    The charged particles of interest were identified by the following detectors. The

calorimeter dis{inguished elecÅírons and hadrons by detecting the difference in shape

between electromagnetic and hadronic showers developed in the dense material of the

calorimeter. While electrons and hadrons were stopped in the calorimeter, muons easily

penetrated the calor2meter and the additional absorbers behind tke calorimeter. There-

fore, muons were identified by the hodoscopes and the proportional tubes behind the
calorimeter and the absorbers. The hadron species (rr, K, p) were distinguished by the
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ring imaging Cherenkov counter placed in frond of the calorimeter.

    In the following descriptions on the details of the apparatus, a right-handed
coordinate system is used, in which the x axis is defined along the beam direcÅíion, the ov

axis is defined to point vertically upwards, and consequently the x axis points in the

horizontal direction consistent with a right-handed system. In addition, the u and v axes

are defined in the x-y plane. These additional axes point at an angle e :Å} arcÅían

(1/4) with respect to the cv axis.

H-2. Beam and Targets
    800 GeV/c protons extracted from FNAL Energy Saver to the Meson East beam
line were used in this experiment The perotons were extracted once every 40 seconds.

The spill duration was 12 seconds. Each spill was bunched into RF buckets. The RF
bunches were 1 ns long each, and repeated every 18.9 ns in the spill. The positioR of the

beam was monitored by single wire ionization chambers (SWICS) every 2 seconds
during initial beam tuning. The SWICS were removed frem the beam line during the
data acquisition to avoid the backgrounds caused by them. The proton intensity was

monitored by a secondary emission monitor (SEM) spill by spill daring the data
acquisition, and the information was recorded on the magnetic tape.

    Three different sizes of thin horizonÅíal metal sÅírips were used as the targets. The

sizes and other propenies of the targets are !isted in Table 1. 0nly the data with

beryllium targets were used for the dielectron study. The tungsten target was not
suitable for observing electrons, because electron bremsstrah}ung in it seriously dis-

torted the momenum of the electron. The targets were set horizontally in a target

holder so as to minlmize their vertica} thickness, and cQnsequent!y to ralnimize the

secondary interactions of the outgoiRg pardc}es.

    Our vertical target thicknesses were comparable with the beam spot size. Tke
targeting efficiency, i.e. the fraction of the beam hitting the target was monitored by the

device called the 90 degree monitor which consisted of four scintiilation counters. The

90 degree monitor viewed the target from a direction of 90 degrees with respect to the

incident beam direction. The targeting efficiency was measured by recording the 90

degree monitor rates while movlng the target up aBd down in units of one target
Åíhickness. Also, during the data acquisition, the information from the 9e degree monitor

Table 1 Properties of the targets

Be(l) Be (2) W
Thicl<ness(mm)

Length(mrn)

Width(mm)
Densi ty (g .!cm 3)

 A
 Z
Absorption Length(cm)

Radiation Length(cm)

!i,
ii ,

il• :11

zg

li 1.067

I3.1

25

l9.3

183.9

74

10.3

O.35
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was recorded spill by spill oR the magnetic tape. This was used to deÅíermine the
targeting efficiency for each spill.

Il-3. MagRets

    Three dipole magnets, SMO, SM12, and SM3, were employed to measure the
momenta of charged particles and to sweep out low momentum charged backgrounds.
SMO and SM12 were placed just behind the target and were followed by SM3. SMO
was a small magnet used to augment SM12 for some special runs. SMO was turned off
during this experlment.

    SM12 was the largest one of these three magnets. The outside dimensions of its

steel yoke were i4.4 m long, 2.7 m wide, and 5m high. SM12 was operated at a current

of 4000 amperes. The magnetic field was oriented horizontally, and the field inÅíergral

corresponded to a pt-kick of 7.5 GeV/c in the vertical direction. The gap between the

poles was Åíapered from 86.4 cm at the downstream exit to 15.7 cm at the upstream

entrance. Because of the tapered gap, the horizontal component of the field, Bx,
strongiy depended on the z coordinate [261. The gap was filled with helium gas to
reduce the multiple scattering of the particles passing through the aperture.

    SM3 was 3.23 m long, and its upstream aperture was l.35 m wide and 1.68 m high.

The gap between the poles was slightly tapered, and the downstream aperture was 1.5

m wide. SM3 was operated at a current of 4200 amperes. The magnetic field was
oriented horizonta}ly but in the opposite direction to the SMI2 field. The field inÅíegral

of SM3 corresponded to a pt-kick of O.914 GeV/c with the direetion opposite to that of

SM12. A helium gas bag was placed in the gap of SM3.
    A horizontal elevation schematic of the interior of SMO and SM12 is shown in
Figure 3. A pair of tungsten collimators was placed at the entrance of SM12. In the

middle of SM12, a beam durr}p was p}aced to absord the beam. The collimators and the

beam dump absorbed low pt particles emitted with vertical angles less than 37.1
milliradians. The beam dump consisted of a water-cooled copper b}ock followed by
lead and polyethylene absorbers. The copper block was 4.27 m long, and the front end

of the block was tapered. The lead blocks were O.76 m long in all. The polyethylene

block was O.94 m long, and absorbed neutrons.

    Lead teeth were attached to the walls of SM12. These teeth absorbed photons
emitÅíed by rrO's. The shape of Åíhe teeth prevented the electromagnetic shower caused

                           SMI2

      SMO,es,l'geK.Vg,/

     -

Pb
'tmator

Oump(Cu)

PoPoLyethylene Figure 3. Interior of the SM12 magnet.

Pb teeth o.2mL
  2.5m
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by the photons from illuminating the aperture of the downstream detectors.

II-4. Kodoscepes

   As showR in Figure 2, there are 4 elecÅíronic tracking detector statioRs, Station

l,2,3, and 4, each of which has one or two planes of scintillation hodscopes and several

planes of wire chambers. The configuration of these detectors and the name of eaeh
detector are shown in Figttre 4 schematically.

   The specifications of the hodoscopes are listed in Table2. NA 110 plastic
scintillator was employed as the material of the hodoscopes. The Y hodoscope p}anes

were divided into left and right halves, and the X hodoscope planes were clivided into

up and down halves. Each half plane of the X and Y hodoscopes consisted of
scintillator strips. The light from each scintillator strip was collected onto a Hamamatsu

R329 phototube using a Plexiglas light guide. These hodoscopes produced fast trigger

signals as described in ChapÅíer III.

   The X3 and Y3 hodoscopes located in front of the calorimeter had another role
besides producing trigger signals. A 1.28 cm thick lead sheet was inserted beÅíween

these two hodoscopes. Unlike a hadron or a muon, an electron begins to develop a
shower iR this lead sheet, and therefore gives a bigger pulse height in the Y3 hodoscope

STATION 4

STATION 2

STATION 3

STATK]Nl

VtB
 YIB
UIB

     VtA vlA YIA

Figure 4.

  UU'2XXXiim

 Ylhobo

 VV'2
W2

'3liv

  
  
2hode

N

Y4hado

w3
 3

tsi.y,,3hoCto

PTYI
  PTXIi
X4hecla

Condguration of chambers and hodoscopes.

FTY2

Table 2 Specifications of the hodoscopes

Positien"

   z
  (cm)

Aperture
   x
  (cin)

Aperture
   y
  (cm)

Counter
LeRgth
 (cm)

Number of
 Cotmters

I. 2046.9

2050.7

2831.9

gi665 9
   '
t;691.9

5170.2

5413.0

121.9

121.9

162.6

264.2

26il•.2

294.6

320.0

152.4

l52.4

172.7

233.7

233.7

254.0

289.6

61.0

76.2

81.3

I16.8

132.1

147.3

It;4.8

2Å~l2

2Å~l2

2Å~17

2Å~13

2Å~13

2Å~14

2Å~16

"Note that the target is at a=-330cm
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placed behind the lead sheet than a minimum ionizing parÅíicles. The pulse height of

each counter in the X3 and Y3 hodoscopes was recorded on the deta tape, and was
combined with tke calorimeter data to identify electrons in the off-line analysis.

    Station 4 was located behind the calorimeÅíer. Since electrons and hadrons stopped

in the caloyimeter, the detectors aÅí this station recorded only muons.

II-5. WireChambers
    The specXcations of the wire chambers are listed in Tab}e 3. The signa}s from the

wire chambers were essential for the track reconstruction in the off-line analysis.

    Six multiwire proportional chambers (MWPC) were placed at Station l. These
chambers measured the y, u, and v coordinates of the charged particle trajectories. The

wire spacing was 2 mm. StatioR 1 was the station closest to the target, and was exposed

to higher radiation than other stations. Because of the high rate, the rvrwPC's were

chosen, even though their spatial resolution was poorer than that of the drift chambers.

The gas Gsed for the IVrwPC's was a mixture of 250/e (82.60/oAr/170/oC02/O.40foFreon)
and 750/o (5096Ar/500foEthane) bubb}ing through ethyl alcohoi at -6eC.

    Station 2 and Station 3 each had six drift chambers. These chambers also
measured the y, u, and w coordinates. Neighboring p}altes, which have the same wire

                 Table 3 Specifications of the wire chambers

Position'

   z
  (cra)

Aperture
   x
  (cm)

Aperture
   vV
  (cnl)

Wire
Space
(mm)

Number of
  Wires

UIA
YIA
VIA
UIB
YIB
VIB

Station 1

1896.8

1922.0

1948.0

1973.5

1998.6

2024.0

MWPC's
 128.3

 128.3

 128.3

 128.3

 l28.3

 l28.3

l51 `l

149 6

151 tl

l51 4

149.6

151 tl

il 896

736

896

896

736

896

UU'2
Yy'2
VV'2

Station 2 D
2752.3

2777.2

2802.4

rift

167

l67

167

Chambers

.6 l82.9

.6 1788

.6 1829

g,Ii 1 208

176

208

UU'3
YYt3
VV'3

Station 3 D
4575.4

4600.7

4626.0

rift

269

269

269

Cahmbers

.2 242.6

.2 242.6

.2 242.6
ligi a44

ll2

l44

PTYI
I)TXI

PTY2

Station 4

or188.0

5434.6

5, 602.9

Proportienal

 297.

 343.

 359.

Tubes
 3orJ.

 309.

 364.

llii l20

135

143

"Note that the target is at z -- -33ecrn
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direction, were staggered by one half of the cell width. The sense wire spacing was 1

cm in Station 2, and 2 cm in Station 3. The spatial resolution of these drift chambers

was about O.22 mm. The gas in the drift chambers was a mixture of 500/e Ar and 50efo
ethane bubbling through ethyl alcohol at -60C.

    Three proportional tube planes were placed at Station 4 to measure the x and y
positions of muons. Each plane consisted of two layers of proportlonal tube cells. The

Åëeil size was 2.5 cmX2.5 em. These two layers of each plane were staggered by half a

cell to cover the dead region between each cell. These tubes were opetatecl wlth the

same gas as the drift chambers.

IK-6. ChereRkovCounter
    A ring imaging Cherenkov counter ["?7] was desigfied to distinguish between
hadron species (rr, K, p) by measuring the emission angle of Cherenkov photons in

helium gas. The information from this counter was not utilized to identify electrons or

muons.
    The 15.2 m long helium gas vessel was placed between Station 2 aRd Station 3. It

was made of aluminum. The mirrors that refiect the Cherenkov photons to a multistep

avalanche chamber were rr}ounted near the downstream end in the gas vessel. The
thickness of the mirrors was 2.22cm. The gas vessel and the mirrors totalled O.21

radiation Iengths of material fer electrons passing through the vessel. The effects

caused by these materials were evaluated by a Monte Carlo simulation as described
}ater.

II-7. Calerimeter

    The calorimeter placed between Station 3 and Station 4 produced fast trigger
sigRals for hadrons and electrons. Moreover, the information on the longitudinal
shower development in the calorimeter served to distinguish hadrons and elecÅírons in

the off-line aRalysis. The details of the construction of the caloririieter are described

elsewhere [26].

    Tkis calorimeÅíer consisted of the e}ectromagnetic part (EM part) and the hadronic

parÅí, as shown in Figure 5. The front surface of the EM part was 2.4 m high and 2.8 m

wide. In the EM part, 32 layers of 6 mm thick plastic scintillators were arranged
alÅíermately wlth 3 mm thick lead sheets in the }ongitudinal direction. These layers were

grouped into four modules Ei, E2, E3, and E4 in the longitudinal directioR with, 4, 9, 9,

and 10 layers, respectively. Each moduie was divided into left and right halves, and

each half was segmented vertically into twelve sections. An acrylic }ight guide and a

phototube were attached to each segment in the EM part. The total thickness of the

EM part was 19 radiation lengths. Therefore, electrons developed e}ectromagnetic
showers and stopped IR the EM part. However, the material in the EM part corres-
ponded to only 1 absorption }ength for kadrons. So, hadrons easily penetrated the EM

part and reached the hadronic part p}aced behind the EM part.

    The hadronic parÅí had two modules in tke longituclinal direction. The first modu}e

Hl consisted of 12 layers of 6 mm thick scintillators arranged alternately with 2.5 cm

thick iron sheets, and the second rnodule H2 consisted of 20 layers of 6mm thick
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scintil}ators arranged alternately with 5 cm thick iron sheets. The front surface of the

hadronic part was 2.6m high and 3m wide. 'lrhe total thickRess was 8 absorption
leRgths iRcluding the EM part (l absorption Iength). Each moduie in the hadronic part

was divided into left and right halves, and each half was segmented vertical}y into

thirteen sectlons. The light from each segment in the hadroRic part was led to a
phototube using a wave length shifter bar. The attenuation of the light along the wave

shifÅíer bar was corrected by masking the surface of the bar. The masked area increased

toward the phototube.

    Behind the calorimeter, a 102 cm thick zinc block and two 122 cm thick concrete

blocks were placed to absorb any hadron shower leakage from the calorimeter. The
detectors at Station 4 were placed between these b}ocks.

    The dynode outputs of the phototubes in the calorimeÅíer were seRt to the
calorimeter logic to produce trigger signals, and the anode outputs were read out by a

quadratic ADC developed by D. Kaplan at Nevis Laboratory. In this ADC, the input
charge and its digital output have a quadratic relation represented by

          Q== ao+aiD+a2D2, (6)
where Q is the input charge, and P is its digital output encoded in 8 bits. The
parameters, ae, ai, and a2 were calibrated once a week by reading out the dlgital otttputs

after injecting artificial input signals which simulated the real photoÅíube signals.

    The energy deposit in the calorimeter was calculated for each particle trajectory:

          Ecai=;. fi(2i• (7)
where gi is the gain factor of the j-th phototube, Qj is the charge from the j-th
phototube, and f(x) is the light attenuation a}ong the scintillator in the x direction.

Since the shower center could be predicted for each particle using the track reconstruc-

tion information, the above sumrnation was made over the apprepriate number of
counters surrounding the shower center. The gain facÅíor of each phototube was
determined in the off-line analysis by minimizing

          x2=:;. (Ecait>(lksl) E(i))2, (s)

where Ecat(i) is the energy deposited by the i-th particle, and E(i) is the energy

determined by the track recoBstruction.

    The energy resolutlon could be parametrized by

           aE cl          Ecai= E,.tGeV' (9)
Tke parameter ci was O.80 for hadrons, and O.43 for electrons. The resolution for

hadrons was about consistent with what we expected [26]. }-lowever, the eRergy
resoluÅíion for electrons was found to be degraded by the small cracks between counters.

This fact could be understood as follows. The transverse development of an electron

shower was much smaller thaB that of a hadron shower. The FWHM of a typical
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shower was 1.3 cm for an electron shower, while it was 7 cm for a hadron shower.
Therefore, an electron shower had a larger fractional energy loss in the crack than a

hadron shower, if the parent particle hit near a crack. As proof, the above parameter ci

was O.24 for electrons which hit the center of a counter. The momentum dependence of

the parameter ci is shown in Figure 6, and the linearity of the energy measurement in

our ca}orimeter is shown in Figure 7.

II-8. GaiRMeniterforCalorimeter
    During the daÅía acquisition, the gain of each phototube iR the calorimeter was

monitored by a nitrogen }aser system as shown in Figure 8. The PRALNIOO laser unit
was emp}oyed for this system [28]. This laser unit emitted fast ultraviolet laser pulses at

337.1 nanometer wave length. The pulse duraÅíion was 300 picoseconds. The fast laser

pulses were directed onto a small piece of the plastic scintillator placed about 10 cm

before the laser $ource. This sciRtillator was the same kind as was used in the
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ca}orimeter. The scintillation light fired by the laser was divided and transported to the

phototubes of the calorimeter Åíhrough quartz optica} fibers. The fibers were divided

into six buRdles. Each bundle had thirty fibers. The inlet of each bundle was mounÅíed

on a spherical metal piece the radius of which was 15 cm. The scintillator was placed at

the focus of the sphere so that al} the fibers cou}d receive the scintillaÅíion light

identically. The outlet of each fiber was fixed on the light guide of each phototube.

    The stability of this laser itself was about 50fo. However, better accuracy was

obtained by measuring the laser intensity pulse by pulse with stable reference counters.

Two reference phototubes (Hamamatsu R1565 and R329) and two pin silicon photo-
diodes (Hamamatsu S1722-02) were employed as the reference counters. The reference
phototubes were placed iR the Åíemperature controlled box to stabilize their gains. The

scintillation light fired by the laser was sent to each reference phototube through an

optical fiber. The gain of each reference phototube was monitored•by a small light

source attached to the surface of the phototube. This light source'consisted of the

americium a-ray source on a small plastic scintillator. On the other hand, the tempera-

ture dependence of the pin silicon photediodes was O.1 efo/OC, according to the catalogue

[29]. This permiÅíted us to leave the photodiodes at room temperature. ene of the
photodiodes loeked at the scintillator illuminated by the laser, and the other one looked

at the laser lighÅí refiected by thin glass plaÅíes.

    The laser was operated at 10 Hz foy 1 second just after each spill. During this 1

second, Åíhe signals from the phototubes of the calorimeter were read out together with

the signals from the reference counters. The accuracy of this monitoring system was

evaluated by the ratio of a reference counter to another reference counter. The
fiuctuation of this ratio was about 3 O/o clttring tke three months' operation.

III. DATAACQUISMeN
III-1. Triggers
HI-1-1. HodoscopeLogic
    Signals from the hodoscope counters, if they exceeded a preset discriminator
threshold, were synchronlzed to the accelerator RF sighals by pulse streteher modules.

TheR, the outputs of the pulse sÅíretchers were senÅí to three places: the matrix modules,

the mu}tiplicity units, and the coincidence registers. The matrix maodules and the

multiplicity units generated various trigger signals as described be}ow, while the
coincidence registers latched the pattern of the hodoscope hits and sent the information

to the data readout system.

    The matrix modules consist of lookup tables in ECL RAM's. The Iookup tables
contain the possible combinaÅíions of the 1iodoscope counters which should be fired by

the charged particle tracks coming from the target through the aperture of the SM12

magnet [30]. The matrix modules compared the hodoscope hit pattern with the stored
matyix pattern in the RAM's, and generated a signal if the matrix was satisfied.

   Four Y matrices YUL, YUR, YDL, and YDR were created for electrons and
hadrons. These matrices specified the combinations of 3 fold coincidences for the Yl,

Y2, and Y3 hodoscope counters. U(D) corresponds to the aperture above (below) the
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beam dump in SM12, whi}e L (R) corresponds to the lefÅí (right) half of the aperture.

Four pt matrices ptUL, ptUR, yDL, ptDR were created for muons. The pt matrices
specified the combinations of 3 fold coincidences for the Yl, Y2, and Y4 hocloscopes.

The signals coming from these matrices were combined inÅío the following outputs.

    1. For electrons and hadrons,

       YU = YUL .or. YUR,
       YD =: YDL .or. YDR,
       Y = YU .or. YD,
       2Y m YU .and. YD.
    2. Formuons,
       ptU x ptUL .or. ptUR,

       ptD =: ptDL .or. yDR,

       ptL : ptUL .or. ptDL,
       ptR "" ptUR .or. "DR,
       g(L-F R) = ptL .or. ptR.

    The hodoscope signa}s were fecl into terminator modules after the matrix modules.

The terminator modules performed a logical OR on the signals within a half (Ieft or

right) plane of each hodoscope, The outputs of the terminator modules were reduced to

the following four signals.

    1. For electron and hadrons,

       3/4L,
       3/4R.
    2. FormuoRs,
       4/4ptL,
       4/4paR.
3/4L or 3/4R was a majority logic coincidence of any three planes out of the Xi, Y2,

X3, and Y3 hodoscopes within the corresponding left or right half planes. 4/4ptL or

4/4ptR was a 4 fold coincidence of the Y2, X3, Y3, and Y4 hodoscopes withln the
corresponding left or right half planes.

    On the other hand, when the multiplicity units (LeCroy 390a) received the outputs

of the pu}se stretchers, they generated:

    1. a veto signal called NX3, if more than iO counters in the X3 hodoscope fired in

       the event,
    2. a signal called 2X4, if more than 2 counters in the X4 hodoscope fired.

NX3 was based on the assumption that clean single or pair events would not fire very

many Åëounters at Station 3. 2X4 was used in the !ogic for Åíhe dimuon trigger.

III-1-2. CalorimeterLogic
    The dynode signal of each phototube in the calorimeter was sent to the calorimeter

}ogic to produce the fast trigger signals for haclrons and electrons. First of a}1, the

dynode pulse heights were summed in weighted analog mixers (LeCroy 628) in various
combinations and with appropriate weights. Figure 9 shows the combinations and the
weights for the left half of the calorimeter. The right half was exacÅíly syrnrnetric with

the left half. The weights were determined module by module so as to raake the
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re}ation between the deposited energy and the pulse height uniform over all the
counters in the calorimeÅíer. The following analog signals were created.

eL or eR: Sum of the segments in the left or right half of El, E2, and E3.

EL or ER: Sum of all the segments in the left or right half.

EUL or EUR; Sum of the upper 8 segments in the left or right half of the EM part and

    the upper 7 segments in the left or right half of the hadronic part.

EDL or EDR: Sum of the lower 8 segments in the left or right half of the EM part and

    the lower 7 segments in the left or right half of the hadronic part.

The above analog signals were combined further, and sent to discriminators (LeCroy

Model 825). The discriminators changed the analog signals into logical signals. Tke

threshold were adjusted appropriately by attenuating the pulse heights before the
discriminators. The following are the logica} signals created at this stage. The
procedures to create them are also given.

elo: The signals eL and eR were summed and discrimiRated.

e: The signals eL aRd eR were summed, aÅítenuaÅíed by 3 db, and discriminated.

ETFI: EL and ER were summed and discriminated.
EE"II: EL and ER were summed, attenuated by 8 db, and discriminated.

EU: EUL and EUR were separate}y attenuated by le db and discriminated. After
    that, a logical OR was performed on the discriminator outputs.

ED: Same operations as iR EU were performed on EDL and EDR.
EL: The analog signal EL was attenttated by 3db and discriminated.

ER: The analog signal ER was attenuated by 3db and discriminated.

Indeed, both ETFI and EHI corresponded to the sum of a}I the segments in the
calorimeter, but they had energy threshold$ differing by 8 db. These dignals were used

to produce the hadron trigger signals. On the other hand, e}o and e corresponded to the

sum of all the segments withiR EI, E2, and E3 in the EM part with energy tkresholds

differing by 3 db. Thus, elo and e participated in the electron trigger logic. Having two

different threshold values was necessary to investigate the trigger efficiency near

threshold.

III-1-3. DCLogic
   The outputs of the hodoscope logic and the calorimeter logic were sent to two
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places which we cal}ed the TFI module (Trigger Fan In) and the DC logic. The DC
logic performed various higher level logical operations on its inputs. The OR of the DC

logic operations produced the final trigger. The schematic diagram of the DC logic for

electrons is given in Flgure IO.

    The TFI module generated a gaÅíe signal for the DC logic when any olte of the
inputs to the TFI module was logically Åírue. The fo}lowing signals were the inputs to

the TFI module.
    1. For electrons and hadrons,

       ETFIL :3/4L•ETFI,
       ETFIR =3/4R•ETFI.
    2. Formttons,
       2X4 -RF,
       4/4paL/ps==8K (ps=:pre-scale value),
       4/4ptR/ps=:8K.
    3. Formonitoring,
       Calib.
The symbol RF means an accelerator RF signal. The Calib pulse came from the
reference phototubes in the monitor system for the calorimeter described in the
previous chapter.

    When the bC logic received the gate signal frorx} the TFI module, it latched the

signals senÅí from the hodoscope logic and the ca}orimeter logic onto the DC logic bus.

Then, the DC logic judged wkether various loglcal combinaÅíions of the inputs were true

or false. The logic operations are summarizecl in Table 4. When at least one logic

operation was satisfied, the DC logic commaBded Åíhe TGO module (Trigger Generator
Output) Åío generate a final trigger signal to the readout system. The TFI inputs, DC

Iogic inputs, and DC logic outputs were latched in coincidence registers and written on

the data tape.

    The following }ogical combinations in the DC logic were used to define electroB

events:

    e' Y ' NX3,
    e' Y/ps = 2,
    elo ' pa(L-FR).
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Table 4 Summaryof the DC logic.

1. For hadrons:

  EYU,
  EL•ER,

EYD,     EHI•2Y• NX3,
ETFI/ps =512,

E}II•Y,./ps= 64,

2. For electrons:

  e'Y•Ni X3, e'Y.1ps =2.

3. For ept pairs]

  e.Y. NX3, e'Y/ps == 2.

4. For muons:

  LiU,LtD•2X4•NTX3,

  ptU•paD•2X4•NX3,
"L•yR,
4f4ptL, 4/4paR,

5. For monitors:

  Calib, elo ' pt (L fft' R) deiay' Y.

Thus, e ' Y ' NX3 required three conditions: adequate energy deposit iR the first three

modules of the EM part in the calorimeter, at least one Y matrix, and a multiplicity iess

than 10 at the X3 hodoscope. This logic was satisfied by single electron events and

electron pair events. On the other hand, electron-muon pairs were recorded using elo '

pt(L+R) which required tvvo conditions: energy deposit in the first three modules of the

EM part in the calorimeter and at }east one pt matrix. The pre-sca}ed logic e ' Y/ps=:2

enab}ed us to ob{ain the efficiency of NX3.

III-2. ReadoutSystem
    The Nevis Transport System [31] was employed to read out the data. The who}e
system was controlled by an on-line PDP-ll/45 computer. To reduce the readout dead
time as much as possible, the data were stored in a Mega-Memory during the spill. The

Mega-Memory I32] was a memory module developed at the University of Washington.
It had 4 mega bytes of memory and could store about 2000 events per spill. Then, in the

iRterval between spills, the data stored in the Mega-Memory were written on the
magnetic Åíape by the on-line compuÅíer.

   Thus, the fol}owing data were read out, aRd written oB the magnetic tape:

    1.

2

3

g

6

The

various scaler data mclttding the SEM outpuÅís and 90 degree monitor outputs

etc.,

the coincidence register outputs to record the TFI inputs, the DC logic inputs,

and the DC logic outputs,

oÅíher coincidence register outputs to record the hodoscope hits, the MWPC

hits, and the proportiona} tube hits,

TDC outputs to record the drifÅí times of the drift chambers,

ADC outputs to record the pulse heights of the counters in the calorimeter, X3

hodoscope, ancl Y3 hodascope,

ADC outputs from the Cherenkov ring-imaging photon detecÅíor.

on-line computer sampled the data and displayed information needed to
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monitor Åíhe quality of the data. Data samples were also sent to a VAX-II/780
computer where the data were analysed by the same program used in the off-line
analysis.

    The data on which this paper are based were recorded in May, June, and July of
1984. About 300 magnetic tapes of data including electron, muon,and hadron triggers

were obtained.

IV. BATAANALYSIS
IV-1. TrackRecoitstructieR
    The firsÅí stage of the off-line analysis was to reconstruct tracks and to make date

summary tapes (DTS) of potential electron events.

    Since ali the events, including electron, hadron, and muon iriggers were recorded

on the same raw data tapes at random, the electron events were selected by searching

the trigger information i.e. the DC logic outputs recorded with each event. Only the

events which had e • Y ' NX3 or e ' Y/ps :2 were picked for track reconstruction.

    A track reconstraction program, JACTRACK, developed by J. Crittenden was
employed [33]. First, this program searched for the tracks using the drift chambers in

SÅíation 2 and Station 3. It required that at least 4 drift chamber hits at each station

were recorded on each track. At this time, the following additional cuts were made in

order to avoid finding false tracks and to reduce the computing time as much as
possible.

1

2

3

4

    Next,

SM3 magnetic
predict x

1 were searched only in the y direction at the pTedicted

at least 3 of the 6 chambers at Station

    Each track candidate wh

squares method for a

the SM3
effective bend piane and the pt-kick

At Station 3, the the chamber hits inconsistent with the position of any energy

cluster in the calorimeter were ignored. The energy threshold for the energy

cluster was 30 GeV. Most of the muon tracks were rejected at this stage, since

the typical energy deposit by a muon was less than 8 GeV.

At Station 2, the chamber hits inconsistent with Y2 hodoscope hits were
ignored.

Taking into account that the magnets bent the charged particles only in
vertical dlrection, the tracks which did not point at the target in the non-bend

x-z plane were lmmediately abandoned.
The N positions at Station 2 and Station 3 had a correlation as shown in Figure

11 for the tracks coming from the target. The tracks which clid not saÅíisfy this

correlation were immediately abandoned.

 the drift chamber tracks were extraporated toward Station I through the

   ' field. The straight extension in the non-bend x-x plane enabled us to

positions of the chamber hits in Station 1. Therefore, the MWPC's in Station

                                      xpositions. It was required that
                         1 hacl corresponding hits along each track.

                ich satisfied all the above conditions was fitted by the least

           trajectory with a single deflection at the effective bend plane of

 magnet. The momentuTx} was extracted from the bend angle 0bend at the

                       k, of SM3:
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here psM3 was refered Åío as the SM3 momentum.

   Thus, 40 data summary tapes (DST) were created for further analysis. These
ST's had the raw data and the track information of all the electron trigger events.

he track information consisted of the coordinates at the effetive bend plane of SM3,

he slopes of the track before and aftey tke bend plane, the confidence level of the fit,

he chamber and hodoscope hit pattern along Åíhe track, and the SM3 momentum.

V-2. EventSeleetien

   From the above DST's, dielectron events were selected as described below.
ventually, 208 dielectron events were obtained. Of these events, l88 events were from

he O.508 mm thick Be target, and 20 were from the 1.016 mm thick Be target.

V-2-l. Target-TrackRequiremeRt
   First, the tracks recorded in the DST's were traced back to the target through the

M12 and SMO magnets. In the trace-back algorithm, the SM12 and SMO magnets
ere regarded as a series of 20 cm long sub-magnets, and the effective beged plane and

he pt-kick of each sub-magnet were calculated for a given track from the magnetic field

ap. The energy loss due to synchrotron radiation in the SM12 magnetic field was
orrected at the effective bend plane of each sub-magnet. The mean energy loss
E(GeV) radiated in a sub-magnet is approximately given by

         A E =: o.osss x lo-3 ( ER` ) (2SR ), (11)

here E is the energy (GeV) of the electroR, lis the length (m) of the sub-magnet, and
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R is tke raditts of curvature of the electron trajectory in the sub-magnet [34]. The toÅíal

energy loss due to synchrotron radiation experienced by an eiectron passing through

SMI2 magnet was typically O.50/e. This is bigger than the dielectron mass Tesolution in

our experiment So, correcting this energy loss is important in determining the
die}ectTon mass.

    After the trace-back to the z position of the Åíarget center (x == ww330 cm), tracks

that did not originate in the target were rejected, and events which had Åíwo opposite

sign tracks of target origin were selected as dielectron candidates. Taking the acÅëuracy

of the trace-back into account, tracks that originated in the places within Å}i2.7 cm of

the target center both in the x direction and in the y direction were regarded as tracks

of target origin.

IV-2-2. MuonandKadronRejectioRs
    From the dielectron candidates, muons and hadrons were rejected in the following

ways.
    Two planes of hodoscopes and three planes of proportional tubes placed aÅí Station

4 were usecl to reject muons which deposited energy larger than 30 GeV in the EM part

of the calorimeter. Extrapolating each Åírack straight toward Station 4, the detectors at

this station were searched along each track within the area allowed by mu!tiple
scattering in the calorimeter and the absorbers behind the caloriraeter. The track was

regarded as a muon, if it fired three or more out of the five Station 4 deÅíectors.

    To reject hadroRs, the calorimeteT and the Y3 hodoscope were used. Each track
was extraporated to tke ca}orimeter; there the cluster of energy deposited by each track

was determined. Then, for each energy eluster, the ratio of the energy deposlted ln the

EM part to the total energy deposited ln the cluster was calculated. This ratio was

refered to as Åíhe EM fraction. Since an electron deposlts almost all its energy in the EM

part, the EM fraction associated with an e}ectroR track is expected to be close to l,

while a hadron track is expected to have a value close to O. The distribution of the EM

fractlon is shown in Figure 12 for the positive and negative sign tracks in the events

surviving at this stage. A clear electron peak can be seen where the EM fraction is

larger than O.94. The 'tracks which had an EM fraction less Åíhan O.94 were rejected.

After thaÅí, the momentum of each track was compared with the correspondiBg energy

deposit in the calorimeter. The solid line in Figure 13 shows the distyibution of

                 Ecat-PsM3                          , (12)          REIpww-                  v<i;glE

                                                                 '
where PsM3 is the SM3 momeentum and Ecat is the energy deposit in the calorimeter.

Since all tracks had values between ww3.2 and +3.2, no cut was made on this
distrlbution.

    As was mentioned in Chaper II, electrons gave bigger pulse heigkts to the counters

in the Y3 hodoscope because of the lead sheet between the X3 and Y3 hodoscopes.
Therefore, the pulse height in the Y3 hodoscope counter was used as additional
iRformation to identify the partic}e. The position where each track hit the hodoscope

plane was calculated, and only the pulse height from Åíhe counter whlch was hit by each
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coulombs. Thus, the tracks which had
rejected from the dielectron candidates.

IV-2-3. TriggerMatrixRequlrement
    IR the trigger logic for electrons,

However, at the trigger stage, the

but by other random background hits. So,
pattern along each track was compare
the data acquisition,

least one tyigger matrix combination.

IV-2-4. FiducialCuÅís

    Fiducial cuts related to the

convenience in making corrections needed
production. The purpose of the fiducial

regions of the apparatus.

    OwiRg to the transverse spread of the

lo 2

i
    eI

l

Figure 13.
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Distribution of (EcaiwwPsM3)/v7ma

of opposite-sign electron pair candi-

dates(solid line). The dashed line is

the $ame distribution of the like-

sign electron pairs.

                           pulse height distribution of the dielectron
hich survived the above EM fraction cut. OR the other hand, Figure 14(b)

                          which were selected by requiring an EM
                        these two figures suggests a cut at 10 pico-
                        pulse height•less than iO picocoulombs were

                   at least one trigger matrix was required.
             matrix mlght be satisfied not by the electron track

                     in the off-line analysis, the hodoscope hit

               d with the matrices which were actually used in
and we required that one of the Åíwo tracks in each event satisfy at

geometry of our apparatus were applied for the
        to extract the cross section of dielectron

     cuts are rejecting events which hit inefficient

                                      electromagnetic shower in the calorimeter,
the electron lost sorRe of its energy outslde the calorimeter, if it hit near the edge of the

calorimeÅíer. Since such events decreased the Åírigger efficiency, tracks which hit within
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         hodescope:
         (a) for the electron candidates,

         (b) for kadrons.

2.5 cm of the calorimeter edge were rejected.
Ieakage was Iess than 10e/o.

    Another fiducial cut was made to avoid the
between the left and right ha}ves of our
determined by investigating the position

aquired using the same triggers as the

events were chosen for this purpose was just
Figure l5 shows the x

the calorimeter. The central region at this module,

          -1.0 cra<x<1.4 cm ,

was rejected,

s #

TUc

:I II

-12 -8 -4 O 4 8 12
        X (cm)
 The x position distribution of singie

 electrons aÅí the E3 module of the

 calorimeter.

                      This cut guaranteed thaÅí the energy

                        inefficient region at the boundary
                   apparatus. This inefficient region was
                 distribution of the single electron events
               dieiectrons. The reason why single electron
                      to obtain better statistlcal accuracy.
position distribution of those electron tracks at the E3 module of

           because a rapid decrease in yield could be seen in this region.

    Fiducial cuts were also app}ied at the collimators and Åíhe beam dump in the SM12

and SMO magnets and at the Y3 hodoscope ln Station 3. These cuts are listed in Table

5 together with the above cuts at the calorimeter. The cuts in the SM12 and SMe
magnets were actually made for the trajectories which were constrained to the target

center in the way as described in the next section.

    Fina}ly, 208 dielectron events were selected.

IV-3. DeterminatienefObservales

    When the tracks were traced back to the target using the momenta measured by
the SM3 magnet, the distribution of the apparent target position was much broader

than the actual target thickness due to the finite error of the SM3 momentum. The y

position distribution at Åíhe target is given in Figure 16.
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Table 5 Fiducial cuts.
  (Tracks passing through the .x and y reglons given below were accepted.)

N7 (CM) y range (cm) x range(cm)

Collimator
(Downstreain

Dump

Duinp
(Downstream
Y3 hodo
Calorimeter
(E3 rnodule)

edge)

edge)

-26.7

264.1

767.1

4691.9

4724.5

  -24.1SyS-ll.4
or ll.2Sy$23.4
  -41.9$yS-19.5
or 18.3K-yS41,1

  -52.6$y$-19.8
or 20.6 nt -vE51 .8

-ll4.6 ssyEll9.l
 -ll9.4 nt y$119.4   -ll7.7SxS-1.0

or l.4$xSll5.0

140
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    Y POS]TION AT TARGET (cm)

12

Figure 16. The or position distribution at the -

ceordinate of the target center.

Only the electron tracks in the
dielectron events were used.

    The momentum of each track was re-evaluated using the SM12 magnet by
constraining the tracl< to the target center in the verÅíical y-x plane. This momentttm

was refered to as the SM12 momentum. Since SM12 had a larger pt-kick than SM3, the

SM12 momentum was more accurate. The production angle of each particle was also
re-evaluated from the trajectory after constraining to the target center.

    The SM12 momentum was obtained by iterating the trace-back and modifying the
SM3 momentum until the y position of the trajectory matched the target center.
Modifying the SM3 momentum included not on}y modifying the absolute value but also

adjusting the bend angle at the SM3 bend plane in accordance with the modification.

Taking into account the fact that the predision of the SM3 momentum was restricted by

the poor spatial resolution of the wwPC's at Station 1 and the relatively short distance

between Station 1 and the SM3 bend plane, the bend angle adjustment was made for
Åíhe trajectory upstream of the SM3 bend plane; Åíhe downstream trajectory was not
altered. The quantiÅíative discussion on the resoluÅíioR is described later.

    After the event selection described in the previous section, the invariant mass of a
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given dielectron event was calculated using the SM12 momenta. The invariant mass

was glven gy

          M": 2Pe+Pe-"1-coseopen, G3)
where pe+ or pe- is the momentum of e' or eww, and Gopen is the openiRg angle between

the two mornenta. The transverse momentum of the dielectron was given by

          Pt=" (1'e+xmtml'e-x)2-i-(Pe+y+Pe-y)2, (l4)
where the subscript x or bl inclicates the x or y component of the momentum.

    The rapedity y were calculated according to the formulas defined in Chapter 1.
The decay angle of the di}eptonis defined as the angle between the incoming quark and

outgoing lepton in the dilepton rest frame. However, the direction of the incoming
quark is uncertain because of the intrinsic transverse moÅíion of the quark. Instead, the

bearn direcÅíion was used as the axis from which Åíhe decay angle was measured. This is

known as the Gottfried-Jackson frame.

gV-4. Backgro"ndEstimatien
    Sttspiciogs background sources were evaluated in the ways described below, and

found to be negligibly small compared with the statistical error of the observed
dielectron events.

IV-4-l. Aceidental CoiReldeftces

    First of all, accidental coincidences of e" and e- were estimated by observing
like-sign paiys. A }ike-sign pair is aR event which consists of an ewwe- or an e'e", while

the dielectrons beiRg studied can leae only to an opposite-sign pair. Electrons coming

from various sources, such as gamma ray conversions or Dalitz decays etc., could mimic

dielectron evenÅís by means of accidental coincidenÅëes. Such accidental coincidences

would contaminate both opposite-sign pairs and like-sign pairs identically, because the

apparatus was symrr}etric for positive and negative particles. For like-sign pairs, the

major source was accidental coincidences. Therefore, the like-sign pair study gave a

good estimation of Åíhe accidental coincidence rate.

    Like-sign pairs were searched for in the same way as the opposite-sign pairs except

for requiring two same sign tracks. There were 13 events which satisfied all the
condiÅíions except for the condition that the energy deposiÅí in the calorimeter agree with

the SM3 momentum. However, their energy deposits in the calorimeter were much
smal}er Åíhan the deposits whlch were expected from their momenta. As is shown by the

dashed line in Figure 13, the distribution of

                  "ll)caimPsM3
          RE!p =                   ,!i53;;;

of these i3 like-sign pair candidates is far from zero, and occupies the region below that

of the opposite-sign events. These 13 events have a common characteristie that both

tracks in the pair hit the calorimeter near each other, and so, the energy c}usters in the

calorimeter completely merge. In such a case, the psnt3 is adopted a sum of two
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momenÅía, and Ecai is an energy deposiÅíed in the merged cluster. The RE/p distribution

of the 13 like-sign pair candidates iBdicaÅíes that one of the two tracks in the pair was a

fake. Thus, no like-sign palrs survived the cuÅís.

IV-4-2. DecayEleetrens
    Hadron pairs or heavy lepton pairs produced in hadronic collisions could contamin-

ate the dilepton events through their leptonic decay. This kind of background was
estimated by observing ept pairs. Assuming e-pt universality in the leptonic decays of

various particles, the rate of ept pairs due to such decays should be equal to the rate of

dielectrons from the same source. The epa pairs have been searched by R. E. Plaag

(University of Wasington) E32], and only three ept pair candidates were observed in
elo ' pt(L-l-R) trigger events.

IV-4-3. HadrenRejeetieRFactor
    Hadron pairs could mimic die}ectrons, if both hadrons were identified as electrons

by mistake. In order to estimate this sort of background, the hadroR rejection factor i.e.

the probability for a hadron to mimic an electron was estimated by applying the
conditions used for electron identification to hadrons. The events used for this purpose

were the ones acquired with pre-scaled ETFI trigger which required an energy deposit

larger than 60 GeV in the calorimeter and a coincidence in three planes of the Xl, Y2,

X3, and Y3 hodoscopes. As a matter of fact, more than 90 Ofo of tke ETFI evenÅís were

hadrons, though this trigger could be fired also by electyons. The EM fraction
distributions of ETFI events are shown in Figure 17(a) before and after the Y3
hodoscope cut. The Y3 hodoscope cut was made at IO picocoulombs. The hadron peak
which can be seen at an EM fraction less than o.l has a long tail toward the electron

region, and the electron peak can be seen above the tail of hadrons. While few events in

the electron region are rejected by the Y3 hodoscope cut, 950/o of hadrons are rejected

 5  oz

1:1
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 210  o,

(0)
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by this cut The shape of the hadron tail in the electron region was determined, as
shown in Figure 17(b), by fitting the distribution from O.802 to O.928 with a sÅíraight line

and extrapolating it toward the electron region for which the EM fraction is larger than

O.94. Tlten, the hadron rejection factor is given by

                  NZm                      e, (l5)          R. ==               Ntot-Nem

where N3m is the estimated number of hadrons in the electroR region after Y3
hodoscope cut, Ntot is the number of entire events used in this analysis, and Neem is the

estimated number of eiectrons after subtructlng hadrons. The hadron rejection factor
obtained iR this way was 1.2Å~10ww3. This means the probability for both the hadrons in

the pair to mimic electrons is Rk : 1.4Å~IO-6.

    Angelis et al. [35] measured hadronic production of rrO pairs, and they determined

the mass spectrum of the rre pairs as a fucntion of VI` == m/V ;. Assuming their
resu}ts for ckarged hadron pairs at V-I}- == 38.8 GeV, the RZ times hadrons pair cross

section is 4XIO-` pb/(GeV/c2)/nvcleon at mur8GeV/c2. 0n the other hand, the
die}ectron cross section is about 5 pb/(GeV/c2)/nucleon, which will be presented as our

result Iater. Therefore, the contamination by hadrons is negligibly small at m=8
GeV/c2. As the mass increases, the hadron pair spectrum drops more rapidly than the

dielectroR spectrum. So, the hadron contamination is even smal}er at the higher mass.

IV-5. MenteCarleSimulation
    The Monte Car}o method was useful Åío understand the measurement resolution of

various ebservables and to calculate the acceptance of our apparatus. The CERN
software package GEANT l36] was used to simulate the experimental apparatus and
generate imitaion events. The events generated by the Monte Carlo method were
transformed into a data set in the same format as the real data. Thus, the same program

as was used to aRalyze the real data could a}so analyze the Monte Carlo events. This

method enabled us to esÅíimate not only the geometrical acceptance but also the
acceptance with various correction$ included. In order to make maximum use of this

technique, all known effects were simulated, such as multiple scattering, electron
bremsstrahlung, energy loss due to }onizatlon, radiative correctlons, the spatlal resolu-

tion of the drift chambers, the efficiencies of the hodoscope counters and wlre
chambers, background hits at Station 3 chambers, and synchrotron radiation in the

magnets.

IV-5-1. ElectremagnetieEffects
    There are two different types of electromagnetic effects which can deteriorate the

measurement resolution:

    1. interactions of the electron with the materials in our apparatus, such as
       multiple scattering, electron bremsstrahlung, and energy loss due to ionization,

    2. radiative corrections to the decay of a massive virtual photon into a lepton

       pair.
The former were generated by the standard routines in GEANT.
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    The latter i.e. radiative corrections due to the emission of photons near the vertex

of the lepÅíon pair modify the shape of the dilepton mass spetrum [37]. If virtual photons

of an iRvariant mass Me are produced with a rate We and decay into leptoR pairs, the

dilepton mass spectr.um due to hard photon emission is written as

          :MWh, =Xllill"g -l} k+rmX.2 (ln( Y,2)-i], (i6)

where M is the observed dilepton mass, pt is the lepton mass, and 2eeM2/Mg. The

hard photon is a photon which has an energy larger tltan the experimental energy
resolution ws. The mass spectrum due Åío soft photon emission is written as

          ddMWg =: W,(1+d.) s(Mg-M2), (17)

where

          d. == -#[2Iin(,M.:)-"2-l[in( il3,g)-i]+S-Sl]. (is)

Thus, for given virtual photon invariaRt mass Mo, the dielectron mass after radiative

corrections was simu}ated using the above formulas in the Monte Carlo calculation.

IV-5-2. Spatial Resolution

   The spatial resolution of each drift chamber was estimated, using the reconstructed

tracks in real events, by the method of measuring the residual distance between the

point determined by a given chamber and the trajectory reconstructed by the least
squares fit. The typical resolution of the drift chambers in Station 2 and Station 3 was

O.22 mm.

IV-5-3. CounterandChamberEfficieRcies
    The efficiencies of the hodoscope counters were estimated using events acquired

with.the pre-scaled ETFI trigger, because those events were free of the trigger matrix

requirernenÅí. The efficiency etj of Åíhe i-tk counÅíer in the j-th hodoscope plane was

determined by

                 Nte          e`j == Ni,+Nw' (i9)
where Nio was the number of the tracks which penetrated i-th counter in the j-th plane

and fired all the counters along the tracks, Ntj was the number of the tracks which

penetrated i-th counter iR the j-th plane but failed to fire this counter. Most of the

counter efficiencies were more than 950f6.

    The wire chamber efficiency was estimated in the same way. There were so many
wires that measuring the efficiency wire by wire was not realistic. Therefore, the wires

in each chamber were grouped into four segments, aRd a efficiency was determined for

each segment. The average efficiency of the wwPC's at Station 1 was 880/o, and that of

the drift chambers at Station 2 and Station 3 was 940/o.
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    In GEANT, hits on hodoscope counters and wire chambers were generatecl along
each Åírajectory so as to reproduce the measured efficiencies.

gV-5-4. Background Kits at StatieR 3

    As was noted in Chapter II, the Cherenkov counter placed beÅíween Station 2 and

Station 3 had O.21 radiation lenghts of mateyial, including the gas vessel and the meirrors

p}aced in the vessel. This amount of material was not negligible for e}ecÅírons. After an

electron traversed these media, it might be accompanied by other electrons or gamma

rays created in the material. If this was the case, the cornpanion photoRs and electrons

could degrade the resoluÅíien in position measurement, er they mighÅí eveB reduce the

track reconstructlon efficiency.

    Since GEANT was not suitable for generating such background particles, the
SLAC software package EGS wa$ used instead of GEANT. The EGS program was
originally written to simulate electromagneÅíic showers, but it can be used to simulate all

the electroraagnetic effects [38]. 30,OOO electrons with 100 GeV energy were generated

from the entrance of Cherenkov counter toward Station 3, and the electrons which
arrived at Station 3 chambers were recorded. The multiplicity distribution of the
background at the U chambers in Station 3 is given in Figure i8(a). 87.50/o of the events

had no background hit, 2.70rb had one additional charged track, 8.80fe had two, ete. The

dominance of multlplicity 2 over multipliÅëity 1 can be explained by electron brems-

strahlung which subsequently produces an electron pair. T5e distribution of the
background hits at tke U chambers in Station 3 is given in Kgure 18(b). The x axis is

the distaRce (cm) between the incideBt electron and its companion at the U chambers in

Station 3. This distribution was fitted with a sum of two exponentials:

          f(x) == A,ewwXlii+A,e-X/iX, (20)
where

          (A,, l,) :(1.96Å~103, O.132),

          (A,, l,) =: (1.16Å~102, 2.64).

Using these results obtained by the EGS, background hits were generaÅíed near each
electron tya]ectory at Stat}on 3 ln GEANT.

IV-5-5. SyRchrotronRadiatioR
    As was meRtioned in Section IV-2-1, the mean value of the synchrotron radiation

energy loss in the SM12 magnet was corrected in the data analysis. In GEANT,
synchrotron rad;ation was treatecl as a discrete process in order to reproduce the

fiuctuations of the energy loss. The number of photons radiated in a sub-magnet of

SM12 is described as a function of the photon energy by

          ddN, =2SR a,7F(.to,), (2I)
                                     '            '
where R is the radius of curvature of the electron Åírajectory, lis the length of the

sub-magRet, tu is the frequency of the photon, toc is the critical frequency of the
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synchrotron radiation, and e is the photon energy

           F(y) == 2Vg-yyf,coKs/3(x)dx ,

where Krs/3(x) is a modified spherica} Bessel

frequency of the synchrotron radiation is

                373c                    . (23)          cac =                 R

Following this formula, syRchrotron radiation was simulated for each electron trajec-

tory in SMI2.

IV-6. ResolutleR

    The measurement resolution of various kinematical variab}es was sÅíudied by the

Monte Carlo method decribed in the previous secÅíion. The calculated dilepton mass

resolution is given in Figure i9(a) as a functioR of the dilepton mass. The solid line is

          80 leO 120 140 160 l80 200
                 MOMENTUM (GeV/C)
         Resolution:
         (a) Mass resolution as a function of

         mass. The solid line is for dielec-
         trons, the dashed line for dimuons,

         and the dashed-dotted liRe for
         dieiectrons analized with SM3
         momenta.
         (b) Momentum resolutien as a
         function of mementum. The solid
         line is for electrons, the dashed line

         for muons, and the dashed-detted
         line for electrons analized with SM3

         momenta.

     nto [39]. F(y) is the function

                                 (22)

function of the second kind. The critical
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the dielectron mass Tesolution using the SM12 momenta. The expected mass resolution

at the T(9.46GeV/c2) is O.17 e/o. The resolution using the SM3 mornenta (the
dotted-dashed line) is worse by a factor of 2 at the r mass. The dimuon mass
resolution given by the dashed line is better than Åíhat of dielectrons by a factor of 2,

because dimuons are free from synchyotron radiation, bremsstrahlung, and the extra

hits at Station 3 chambers. The lack of synchrotron radiation makes the biggest
contribution in improving the dimuon mass resolution. The momentum resolution is
alse giveR in Flgure i9(b) as a function of the momentum.

    Next, the T family of resonances were simulated to investigate how they looked in

our apparatus. The simulated dielectron mass spectra for r, T', and T" are presented

in Figure 20. The masses used in the Monte Carlo methocl were

          (Mr, Mr, Mr)==(9•460, 10.0234, 10.3555)GeV/c2

They are the averages of the precise measurements by the e'e- collider experiments

[40]. The intrinsic widths of these resonances were not taken into account, because they

are negligibly small compared with the mass resolution of our apparatus. The measured

decay widths of the r, r', and T" are less than 50 KeV [41].

    Each resonance shows a sharp peak, the width of which is consistent with the mass

resolution. However, besides the peak, there is a low but long tail extending about !

GeV/c2 below the peak. This tail is caused by radiative corrections. The shape of each

simulated die}ectron resonance was fitted with a sum of a function to represent the peak

and a function to represent the tail:

          Fres(m)= Fpeate(m)+ Ftau(m)• (24)
Since the shape of the peak was noÅí symmetric, a function similar to the Landau
distribution was employed for the peak:

          Fpeah(m) =Aiexp( AZ(MArm, A3) -exp(MArm,A3 )]. (2s)

The tai} was represented by

          Ftaii(m) :Asg(m)[exp(MA-,A6)+Agexp(MAwa,S6)], (26)

where

          g( .)=I(A6 -oM)"'; l.i Zi :i A: (27)

The fit parameters are given in Table 6. The fitted curves are superimposed on the

mass spectra in Figure 20.

IV-7. Normalization

    The measured cross section as a function of mass is given by

           d2ff Nev(M, Y) 1          dmdy == e(m, y) ta( m, y)AyAm, (28)
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Table 6 Fit pararneters for each resonance
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where Nev(m, y) is the number of events which have masses between m and m+Am
and rapidities between y and y+Ay, E(m, y) is the overall efficiency for these events, L

is the integrated luminosity, and A(m, y) is the acceptance calculated by the Monte

Carlo method.
    The pt distribution of the dileptons is usually writteR as an invariant cross sectien,

which is written in the variables pt and rapidity as

            d3a i d2a Nev(Pt, Y) 1 '          Edp3 :-iii- dp;dy =: 2nE(p,, y) LA(p,, y)pr,Ap,Ay' (29)
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where ilr, is the mean transverse momentum of a given bin.

        tt t tt ttt tt t t tt tt t
IV-7-l. IntegratedLuminosity
   The inÅíegratecl lurninosity is calculated by

          L =: pNoNtncy['ieveX/"dx == pNaNincA(1-e-i/A) , (30)

where Ninc is the number of incident protons, No is Avogadro's number, p is the density
of the target (g/cm2), and A is the absorption length of the target. The nuryiber of

incident protons was measured for each spil} by the secondary emission monitor (SEM).

The SEM was occasionally caiibrated 5y inserting alttminum and copper foils in the
beam. Measuring the 2`Na produced in the copper and the 'SF produced in the
aluminum detenmined the calibration constant for the SEM with approxirr}ately a 5 O/o

systematic error. The integrated luminosities for the Be targets were:

    1.09Å~ 10`e nucleon/cm2 for the O.508 mm thick Be target,

    O.12Å~ 10`e nucleon/cm2 for the 1.016 mm thick Be target

IV-7-2. Efficieney

    The overall efficiency is the product of various efficiencies: targeting, readout dead

time, trigger, track reconstruction, and event selection cuts. The trigger efficiency

consists of the efficlencles of the calorimeter, the trigger matrix, and NX3. Since the

efficiencies of the hodoscope counÅíers and t5e wire chambers are incorporated in the

Monte Carlo calculation outlined in the previous sections, the trigger matrix efficieBcy

and the track reconstruction efficiency are already included in the acceptance. The

efficieBcies of most of the cuts used in event selection are also included in the calculated

acceptance.
    The trigger efficiency due to the calorirneter was almost 1000t6 for t5e dielectrons

observed by our apparatus. The calorimeter efficieBcy curve as a fuBction of the pu}se

height from the first three modules in the EM part of Åíhe calorimeter is givenin Figure

21 together with the corresponding pulse height distribution of the observed dielectron

events. The correction for the trigger inefficiency resulting from the NX3 requirement

was made using events recorded with the pre-scaled trigger e ' Y/ps=2. Since the
pre-scale factor was 2, a dielectron event which had e ' Y/ps :2 but no e ' Y ' NX3

was counted as 2 events in the data analysis. The NX3 efficiency was 89 O/e.

    Readout dead time is caused by losing aR event if the trigger is generated when the

readout system is busy processing another event. The efficiency of Åíhe readout system

was monitored by the scaler data TGI and TGI ' SB. While TGI ' SB counted trigger
on}y when the readout system was not busy, TGI counted everything. Therefore, the

ration of TGI'SB to TGI gives the efficiency of the readout system. The typical
efficiency of the readout system was 97.99'o.

' '' The ratio of 90 degree monitor counts to SEM counts determined the targeting
efficiency for each spill. The relation between this ratio and the targeting efficiency was

calibrated occasionaJly by recording the ratio while moving the target vertical}y
through the beam. The typical targeting efficiency was 92.40/o for the O.508 rnrn thick Be
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target, and 97.30/o for the }.Ol6 mm thick Be target.

IV-7-3. Acceptance
    The acceptance is the ratio of the number of the events accepted by the apparatus

to the number of events produced. The Monte Carlo Åíechnique calculates the accept-

ance as a function of any kinematical variable by summing the events over al} the other

variables. The differential cross section in any particular variable is determined by

binning and coTrecting the data with the appropriate accepÅíance. However, the
acceptance in any particular variable depends on how the other variables are generated

when their distributions are not yet determined experimentally. So, the aeceptance
correction should be iterated until the resultant distributions of all the variables agree

with those assumed in the Monte Carlo calculation. In the case of our dielectron study,

this iterative procedure was carried out on Åíhe mass and pt distributions. The rapidity

and decay angular distributions were generated according to the theoretical predictions

or the measuremeBts by other experiments, because the range of those variables
accepted by our apparatus was too narrow Åío determine their shapes.

   The decay angular distribution was assumed to be isotropic for the resonances, and

was assumed to be

          l+cos20* (31)
for the coRtinuum [5].

   The rapidity distribution of the resonances was generated with a fiat distribution

from -O.5 to O.3 [23]. This range covers all the events recorded in our experiment. For

the continuum, the rapidity distribution was calculatee in the framework of the
Drell-Yan process, and the rapidity was generaÅíed in tke Monte Carlo calculation
according to the tkeoretical distribution. The quark distribution functions used in the

        Table 7. Quark distributien functions for a proton [ll, 42], (exchange tt and d

                for a neutron).

Valence quarks:

                       2              uv(x) ==                           xa-i<1nvx)fi,                    B(a, B -Y 1)

                       1             dv(x) ==                           va-1(l- tr)B+1.                   B(a, fi+2)

Sea quarks:

                 gs(x) = Asx'i(1-x)fis

B(p, q) is a beta function, and

       gs<x)=: us(x)=:Us(x)=: ds(x) =ds(x)= :2ss(x) = 2Ys(x).

The parameters determined by a deep inelastic neutrino

experiment [42] are

               a =O.51Å}O.02, B :2.8Å}O,1,

                 A,= e.2z B,=&lÅ}e.7.

scattermg
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calculation are given in Table 7. They are quark distributions based on a deep inelastic

neutrino scattering experiment [ll, 43]. The rapidity distribution of the Dre}l-Yan

process in proton-berylium collisions is not symmetric about zero but has a positive

slope. FoT example, the rapidity distribution aÅí m = iO GeV/c2 is shown in Figure 22(a).

This asyrRmetry cornes from the difference in the quark flavour distribution between

the beam and Åíhe target. While there are twice as many u quarks as d quarks in the

beam, the target Be nucleus contains 5 neutrons and 4 protoRs, and thus contains an

almost even quark content of l3 u quarks and 14 dquarks. The average slope in the
rapidity range from -O.5 to O.3 is given in Figure 22(b) as a function of the dielectron

mass.
    The mass acceptance obtained in the above way is presented in Figure 23. The pt

rapidity, and decay angle acceptances are shown in Figure 24 Åío Figure 26 separately

for the continuum and the resonances. The generated mass range for the continuum
was from 7.89 GeV/c2 to 14.56 GeV/c2. This mass range covers all the observed events.

V. RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
V-l. Results
V-l-l. Cross Sectien for the r's

    In order to count the number of the resonance events, the continuum was
subtracted by fittiRg the raw mass spectrum with a sum of the continuum and three

resonances. The continuum term was written as

          aiA(m)E(m) exp(-a2m), (32)
where the A(m) is the mass acceptance for the continuum, and e(m) is the overall

efficlency at the mass m For each resonance, the shape which was determined in
Section IV-6 by the Monte Carlo method was used. For all Åíhe parameters in each
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resonance shape, the values determined by the Monte Car}o method were substituted.
The absolute positions of the resonanÅëes were adjusted in the fit by shifting Åíhe mass

from m to mG+x). The parameter re was cornmon to tke T, r', and T". Thus, the

pararneters which were permitted to vary in the fit were the follewing six: the
parameters ai and a2 for the continuum, the parameter z, and three parameters each of

which normalized the height of eack resonance. The parameter x should be consisteRt

with zero.

      "o'
      >28
      g
      o. 24
      U2o
      I,{.,l l6

      ts 1 2

      2s
      \4

      ROs g lo 11 m 13 14
                               MASS (Gev/c2)

   Figure 27, Raw mass spectrum of the dielectrons. The solid line is the fitted curve with a form

           given in the text

    The mass spectrum is presented in Figure 27 with the fitted curve superimposed on

it The parameter z was (2.6Å}3.5)Å~10-`. While the T can be clearly seen, the T" is not

Åëlear due to the small number of the eveRts. However, Åíhe T" has been confirmed by

our dimtton data acqulred in 1985 {43]. After subtracting the continuum, 49, 18, and 6

events were obtained in the T, r', and T" regions respecÅíively. Tkose regions were

defined as

           9.31:E{Im< 953GeV/c2, (33)
           9.89 E{ m<iO.ll GeV/c2, (34)
          10.21 s{ m< 10.43 GeV/c2, (35)
for the r, T', and T" respectively. The mass spectrum after the contiBuum subtraction

is given in Flgure 28.

    The T production cross section times branching ratio to decay into electron paiTs is

                                                   tt tt /tl
          B,+,- (ddya) rXll:"== 2.isÅ}o.3sÅ}o.11 pb/nucleon.

The first error is statistical, and the second is an uncertainty of the normalization. The

ratios between the resonances are

          (B'.'..-gya ',LH,.,)/(B:+,ISya ls-,,,) :O.32Å}e•ll,

                                                      '                              '                                     '
and
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I=N,.,) =O•10Å}O.07.

V-1-2. DieleetreltCoRtinuum
    After making all the necessary corrections to the raw mass spectrum, the differen-

tial cross section per Rucleon was obtained as a function of mass. Figure 29 shows the

dielectron differentia} cross section per nucleon. The data are also given in Table 8.

The differential cross section was fitted wiÅíh a sum of the continuum and tkree
resonances. Again, the resoRance shape obtained by the Monte Carlo method was used

for each resonance. For Åíhe continuum, an exponeRtial function was assumed:

          dd.'dcry ,..-,, Xbiexp[-b2(mmmo)]• ' .(36)

A good fit was obtaiBed with

          bi = 1.29Å}O.13 i O.06 pb/(GeV/c2)/Bucleon,

          b2 ur O.83Å}O.07 (Gev/c2)-i ,

          me "= 9.86 GeV/c2 ,
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Table 8 Dielectron differential cross section versus mass

Mass Range
  (GeV/c2)

Nurnber of
 Events

Average Mass
  (GeV/c2)

d26/dmdy(y= -O.I)
(pb•!(GeV/c2)/nucleon)

  7.
  8.
  8.
  9.
 * 9.

   9.
*' 9.

  IO.
""* 10.

  10.

  10.

  11.

  Il.

  12.

89- 8
29- 8
69- 9
09- 9
31- 9
53- 9
89-10
11-10
21-10
43-le
89-11
29-11
69-12
09-14

ii  8.06

 8.52

 8.86

 9.20

 9.42

 9.66

IO.OO

le.l6

10.30

10.64

1l.06

ll.46

1l.88

13.36

5.181Å}2.102

4.694Å}1.254

2.968Å}e.749

3.645Å}O.883

9.940Å}1.430

1.983Å}O.tl23

3.582Å}O.714

1.396Å}O.624

1 620Å}O.483
 '
O.399 ti O.I71

O.38or ri:O.I57

o.4soÅ}e.I7o

O.390thO.184

O.066:lrO.027

     "rregion; "*r' regioni '*"r"region;

' where mo is not a fit parameter but a parameter to minimize the correlation between the

  errors on bi and b2.

     The differential cross section was compared with the naive Drell-Yan prediction,

  and the K factor was extracted. Here, the K factor is defined as the ratio of the

  measured cyoss section to the cross section predicted ty the naive Drell-Yan mechanism

  in which no QCD correction is made. Using the quark disÅíribution fuRctions listed in

  Tabie 7, our data yield K== 1.87Å}O.19Å}O.09. The error does not include the uncertainty

  of the quark distribution functions.

     Furthermore, another set of quark distribution funcÅíions which Badier et a}.
  determined using their dimuon mass spectrum [ll] was tried, They parametrizecl the
  quark distribution in the same way as given in Table 7, and determinecl the parameters

  using their dimuon events between J/ip and r. They obtained

            a == O.5Å} O.2, B == 3.2 -+ O.4 ,

           A. =: e.37, B. == 9.4Å}1.0.

  Using this set for our data results in K=2.20Å}O.16Å}O.ll.

     The Drell-Yan cross sections predicted with the quark distribution functions or

  Table7 and Badier et al. are shown by the dashed line and the dashed-dotted Iine in

  Figure 29 respectively. They are multiplied by the K] factors extracted from our data.

  V-l-3. TransverseMomeRtumDistribution
     Figure 30(a) shows the dielectron lnvariant cross section in the continum region

  versus pt. The date are also given in Table 9(a). In order to separate the continuum

  from the resonances as much as possible, only the events in the continuum region were

 used, excluding the events in the resonance regions defined by (33), (34), and (35).
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l
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3,2

Invariant cress section versus trans-

verse momenturn:
(a) in the continuum region (see
text),

(b) in the resonance regions (see
text).

There were 126 events in the continuurn region, of which 19 events were expecÅíed from

the tails of Åíhe resonances, and I07 events were from the continuum. The maximum

mass observed in the continuum region was 14.55 GeV/c2, and the minimum was 7.89
GeV/c2.
    Following Kaplan et ai. [6], the invariant cross section was fitted with the form

          E"ddp3g == [1+(p{l/p,)2]6' (37)

The resuit was

          A =: O.81Å}O.11 pb/(GeV)2/nucleon ,

          p, : 3.66Å}O.29 GeV/c i

The mean transverse momentum <pt> calculated from the above fitting function is
written as O.430Xpo. Then, <pt> in the continuum region is 1.57Å}O.12 GeV/c.
    On the other hand, Figure 30(b) shows the invariant cross section in the resonance

regions which were excluded from the above continuum sample. The data are also
given in Table 9(b). 100 events were observed in this region, of which 73 events were

expected to be the resonance events. Fitting the invariant cross section with the same

form resulted in

          A = O.39Å}O.07 pb/(GeV)2/nucleon ,

          pe = 3.30the,32 GeV/c .

Then, <Pt> turns out to be 1.42Å}O.14 GeV/c.
    Subtracting the contribution from the resonances in the continuum region and
subtracting the contribution from the continuum in the resonance regions can determine

<pt> for each of the continuum and the resonances. As a result, <pt> of the
continuum is 1.61Å}O.16 GeV/c, and Åíhat of the resonances is 1.35Å}O.21 GeV/c.
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          Table 9
(a) Continutim Region

Invariant cross sectlon versus Pt

Pt range
(GeV/c)

Average pt
 (GeV,-•ic)

Ed 3 ff ,,'dp3

(pb/Gev2 ./nucleon)

o.oo-o.

O.64-l.
I.28-1.
1.92-2.
2. t56-3.

2oi' 432

976

584•

192

83CS

O.52ii t O.

O,827Å}O.

e.3•48ti O.

O.108Å}O.

O.031Å}O.

ll9

ll3

072

036

022

(b) Resonance Region

Pt range
(GeV/c)

Average Pt
 (GeV ,ic)

Ed 3o./dp3
(pb ,•'G eV 2 ./ micleon)

O.OO-O.64
O.64-1.28
1.28-1092
1.92-2.56

O.tl32

O.976

1.58tl

2 l92

O.251Å}O.

O.343Å}e.

O.ll7Å}O.

O.031 ri O.

066

050

028

O14

V--2. Discussion

    One of Åíhe most remarkable features of our experiment is the improvement of the

dilepton rnass resolution. The mass resolution of our apparatus was O.170/o for the r.

Compared with the previous world record achieved by the Columbia-FNAL-Stony
Brook (CFS) collaboration {14], we lmproved the resolution by a factor of 12, From Åíke

point of view on the collision er}ergy, we are not at the frontier, since CERN
Intersecting Strage Ring (ISR) experiments measured the dielectron production at
vrY==63 GeV. However, because of the better resoluÅíion of our measurement, it is

quite interesting to compare our results with results of other experiments or theoretical

predictions.

V--2-1. KFaeter
    The measured Kfactors are shown in Figure 31 as a function of ff. Our result is

consistent wiÅíh the ones nearby. The K factor goes dowR from 2.4 to 1.6 as the collision

energy goes up from l6.8 GeV to 62 GeV. The K factors theoretically calculated as a
fuRction of V-1}- are given in Figure 31 together with measured Kfactors. According to

W. J. Stir}ing [44], the K factor is calculated as a function of T and V"g-. For a given

value of sLY- , the calculated Kfactoy is flat withiR l O.05 in the range O.04< T<O.4, and

well approximated by

          K. i+ as,(92) -g- (i+4,rr2), (3s)

where

a.(Q2) 6 1

2rr 33in2nf lns ww ln(IOA2) '
(39)
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and nf is the number of quark flavours. The ca}culated K factors also decrease as VV

goes up.

V--2-2. TProduetion
    Our result for the T production cross section times branching ratio to decay into

electron pairs is skown in Figure 32 together with results of other experiments as a
function of VXr = Mr/VT. The cross section increases as Vi;; decreases. In the
theoretical prediction based on the gluon fusion model, the slope of the VIr dependence

in the T production cross section is derived from Åíhe shape of the gluon distribution.

The data in Figure 32 were fitted with the predictions presented by V, Barger it al. [45].

They assumed for the gluon distribution

          G(x)=: -S-(,i+Ox'iG-x)", ' • (4o)

and calculated tlte solpes for n=:5 and n==6. The normarization factor was oniy one
parameter in the fit The x2/D.E was 6.55/8 for the slope with n==5, and 4.41/8 for the

slope with n =6. A better fit was obtained with n :6.

    The ratio of the resonances to the continuum

          R,=(B,.,-g,a rXll,l")/(diill[i, ;Z.ilYlev.U-hM,.,,,,,) (4i)

is 1.22Å}O.25 GeV. This is shown in Figure 33 toghther with resu}t$ of other experi-
ments as a function of Vi{r. The ratio RT has a srnaller systematic eryor thaR the cross

section iÅíself. Comparing various data presented in Figure 33 makes us noÅíice an
inconsisteRcy that our resulÅí at Vir=O.24 is smaller by a factor of about l.7 than a

value whieh can be determined by linearly'interpolating other data. In deÅíe!mining Rr,

the coRtinuum subtraction to isolate the resonances is the oniy procedure which might
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cause a systematic error, and the better mass resolution makes the systematic error

smaller because of the better S/N ratio. Our experiment is more advantageous in the

resolutioR than other experiments. However, a large statistical uncertainty of our
measurement prevents us from concluding that our result is more reliable than others.

More data are needed to bring this pyoblem to a firm conclusion.

    Our measurements of the ratios between the yields of the T, T', and T" are
consistent with the results at "vEYrmac27.4 GeV presented by Ueno et al. [14). Given the

branching ratios forr the r, T', and r" to decay into lepton pairs, we can extract tke

production ratios between T, T', and T" which are not biased by a particular decay

channel. Using the branching ratios measured by the e"e- collider experiments, our

data yield

(gg ;L-,,)/(gl l==-O.1) ==
O.50Å}O.21

and

(sz ;'I m,,)/(gs yr .-e,1) =:
O.08Å}O.07 .

The quoted branching ratios are
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2.86Å}O.15, 1.79Å}O.39, 3.3 Å}1.5,

for the T, T', and T" respectively. Each of these quoted values is an average of the

branching ratios for each resonance to decay inÅío e"eM, xt'xz- and T"T- [46]. According

to the theoretical predictions presented by R. Baier and R. Ruckel l47], Åíhe production

ratio of the T' to the r is !ess than O.3. However, the result of our experimment rather

suggest that the ratio is larger than O.3. Taking the experimental uncertainty into

consideration, the probabiiity that this ratio is larger than O.3 is about 830/o.

V-2-3. MeanTransverseMomeRtum
    Our result for the mean transverse momentum <pt> of the continuum is shown in
Figure 34(a) together with results of other experiments as a function of VT. Only the

data at VI7=:m/vnY =O.22 were put togeÅíher. Although our result was extracÅíed from

all the continuum events spreading over O.2<ff<O.38 except for the resonance
regions, the mean value of V17 is still O.23. As V-Y goes up, <pt> of the continuum

increases. This is caused by QCD effects. The theoretical prediction for <pt> of the
continuum at sEi" =38.8GeV is between 1.3GeV/c and i.7GeV/c when the scale
constance A is between 100 MeV and 200 MeV {48]. This prediction agrees with our
result

   The date for <pt> of the T family of resonanees are put together in Figure 34(b).
The transverse momentum of the resonances is already large at the smaller K, and
does not increase very much eveR if rs goed up.
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V-3. Conelusion
    The dielectron production at ff =38.8GeV was measured with a
improved resolution. In conclusion, the following facts have been found:

    1. The production cross section tirnes branching ratio of the r

remarkably

iamily of
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2

3

4

5

resonances is 2.18Å}O.35Å}O.1l pb/nuclon.

A good mass resolution enabled us to rM}easure the ratios between the r, T',

and T". Our measurements are consistent wlth the measurements at
ff :27.4 GeV. Using the available branching ratios for these resonances {o

to to leptoR pairs, the production raÅíios between the resonances were ex-
                                                                 'tracted. The ratio of the T' to the T is O.50Å}O.21. The ratio of the r" to the
                                '         '            ttt                                                     '                                                                'r is o.osÅ}o.o7.

The K factor, which is a ratio of the measured continuum cross section to the

cross section predicted in the framework of the naive Drell-Yan process, is 1.87

to 2.20.

                                           '      t tt /tOur data indicates Åíhat the production ratio of the resonances to the con-

tinuum may be smaller than the results which were Presented by other
authors.

The mean transverse momentum <pt> is l.61Å}O.16GeV/c for the con-
t;nuum, aRd 1.35Å}O.21 GeV/c for the T family of resonances. While <pt> of

the coRtinuum increases as the collision energy goes up, <pt> of the
resonances does not increase so much.
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